Match Reports Saturday 20th January 2018

“PARLEY’S COOK SERVES UP A WINNER AGAINST BALTI”
PARLEY SPORTS 4 BALTI SPORTS 3
Parley scored 4 goals at home for the 2nd week running but this time their 4th proved to
be the winner in this 7-goal thriller in East Dorset. Credit goes to the backroom staff for
getting the game on as they were amply repaid by their team who came from 3-1 down
to secure the win and the points in the 2 nd minute of injury time. Parley started the game
well and created several openings with Mike La Ronde and Josh Moody missing great
chances. On 15 minutes, Matt Newberry hit the post with a direct free kick, however the
visitors grew into the game and were awarded a penalty in the 27th minute that was duly
dispatched by Ricky Lane who sent home keeper Brad Kendrick the wrong way. 6 minutes
later and Balti doubled their lead through Dan Andrews doubles fine half volley at the far
post. Parley continued to press and were rewarded for their 1st half efforts right on half
time when Mike La Ronde pulled one back when heading home a Tommy Freeman cross
from 15 yards, HT 1-2. Into the 2nd half and both sides continued to contribute to an
excellent game, the visitors further increased their lead on the hour mark when Phil
Anderson clipped home from a free kick to restore Balti's 2 goal lead. Minuets later and
Parley started their fightback when Freemans pass found La Ronde who played the ball
out wide to newly introduced Jack Voisey. His cross found Ben Bosley unmarked at the far
post who then calmly chipped the ball over the keeper and into the net. Parley’s tails were
now up, and they got their deserved equaliser with 10 minutes to go when Jack Voisey
rounded the Balti keeper to score and restore parity. Both sides continued to press and 2
minutes into injury time, Parleys Moody and Newbery combined to get a cross into the box
with the ball falling to Jonny Cook who smashed home to complete an excellent come back
from the yellows.

“HAMMERS MOVE INTO 4TH AFTER BEATING THE BEES”
HAMWORTHY UTD RES 3 BRIDPORT RES 0
Hamworthy Utd were expecting a decent crowd at the County Ground due to many other
local games being called off due to the conditions. Once again Hamworthy were at full
strength with everyone available for selection and with Bridports first team game being
called off, they also had the pick of the bunch. The game began at a slow tempo with
Hamworthy having majority of the ball, Bridport opted to sit back whilst looking for the
quick ball forward on the counter. The first 15 minutes was played in the centre of the
pitch as Hamworthy tried to find a pass behind Bridports back line but to no avail, Bridports
forwards were lively and willing to chase every ball and apply pressure on the Hammers
defence. The first chance of the game arrived on 22 minutes following some good work
from Brandon Randall, and after turning 2 players he released the ball into Josh Rose who
fed the ball out wide to Edgar Zanin. Randall had pushed on and got his head onto a very
good delivery to only head slightly over. Bridport were now pinned in as Nick Swann, Rose
& Randall dictated play for large parts of the half, but Hamworthy’s final ball was not good
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enough as they failed to take any advantage of some good football. On 33 minutes Bridport
broke away with Sam Handyside down the left wing, he ran through on goal, but his shot
only found the side netting. The best chance of the half then followed as Hamworthy played
some very good football from back to front with venturing centre back Liam Meldrum
finding himself in on the keeper wide right of the 6-yard box. However, his effort only hit
the post when well placed, HT 0-0. The second half began with Hamworthy showing a lot
more forward intent and they started moving the ball much quicker. With both wingers
staying out wider, Bridports defence were now being stretched and the chances came.
First Jordan Basing cut inside on his right foot but was denied by the bar, this was followed
by the first goal of the game in the 55th minute. Following some good build up play, the
ball found its way out wide to Zanin. He played a quick 1-2 with Swann who quickly picked
out Rose on the penalty spot who shot first time, this was brilliantly saved but Rose made
no mistake with the follow up. Bridport had to look for an equaliser now, so the gaps
appeared. 7 minutes later it was 2-0 as Zanin & Nick Patrick linked up, Patrick whipped a
cross onto Sam Carters head who didn’t miss from 4 yards out. To make certain of the
result, the hosts introduced their new signing from Holt United Shane Jackson into their
defence. In the 76th minute Lindsay fed Carter wide left, he took on 4 players to eventually
slam his shot into the top corner from 25 yards, a superb finish. The game was a good
one for the neutrals with both sides p-laying entertaining football, this result sees the
Hammers move up into 4th place in the table.

ALL other scheduled Matches POSTPONED due to Waterlogged pitches.
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